
Astro*Intelligence reports are the world’s 
only computerized astrological reports  
that recreate the thinking process used  
by world-famous astrologer Liz Greene,  
Ph.D. when she interprets a horoscope.  
The result is a series of reports that are 
both amazingly accurate and piercingly  
insightful. Thanks to expert systems, and  

state-of-the-art 
programming 
techniques,  
you can  
benefit from  
the wisdom  
of Liz Greene  
at a fraction  
of the cost  
of a personal  
consultation!
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All credit cards accepted 
To order call: 

281-799-2900 
or visit: shadowdance.com 

 
Add $8. for postage and handling.  

Foreign countries additional P&H required. 
(P&H subject to change if postage increases). 

 
 

BIRTH TIME IS A MUST 
FOR ACCURACY 

 
VERY IMPORTANT: Please include birth time, 
date, (please spell out the birthday month such as  
September instead of using the symbol 9) and place  
(city, state and country) and please specify gender. 
Email: rebecaeigen@shadowdance.com. 
 

Long Term Perspectives for Individuals - $75. + $8. P&H 
★ Long-Term Perspectives - 6 Year Horoscope — Astrological cycles do not take human calendars into account. The move-
ment of the planets have their own logic and timing. The long-term horoscope for 6 years starting from the beginning of the 
current year, allows you to look into the long-ranging and complex processes of your psyche. Your inner development, which  
is reflected by transits of the slower-moving planets and progressions, is usually not in a hurry and gives your personality time  
to integrate the new. It is helpful, though, to know these new developments in advance and Liz Greene provides some insights. 
      Besides your own personal themes, Liz Greene analyzes the collective constellations of the new millennium, and how they 
influence your individual horoscope. Specify gender, birth date, time and place. 
 

Liz Greene is a world-famous astrologer,  

Jungian analyst and author noted for her 

uniquely powerful synthesis of depth  

psychology, myth, archetypes and astrol-

ogy. Her powerful understanding of 

human behavior coupled with a gifted 

writing style makes her reports especially 

appropriate for those interested in deep 

exploration of the human experience.

ALSO all reports are available in: English, Danish, German, Finnish, French, 
Dutch, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, Hungarian, Chinese, Japanese or Russian. 

 
Psychological Horoscope Analysis  
for individuals - $65.00 + $8. P&H 
★ Psychological Horoscope Analysis — Liz Greene’s unique interpretation  
of the birth chart focuses on the strengths and weaknesses of your psychologi-
cal type. She discusses the conscious and unconscious aspects of your person-
ality including a description of your shadow, the psycholo  gical atmosphere 
during your childhood, typical patterns in your relationships and the best 
way towards integration and development. The text is lively, thought-provok-
ing, psychologically deep and free of “astrologese.” The analysis is a serious 
dis-cussion of an adult person’s problems in life and, therefore, is not offered 
for children under 14. 18-25 pages. Specify gender, birth date, time and place. 
 
Career and Vocational Horoscope - $65.00 + $8. P&H  
★ Career and Vocational Horoscope — has generated considerable interest, 
because finding and pursuing a career path that is right for you and uses your 
talents leads to personal success, material rewards, recognition and achieve-
ment. Liz has written an analysis that deals with the fundamental issue of our 
role in the mundane world. It considers key questions like what potential and 
specific talents can you bring into your working life? What difficulties and 
limitations hold you back either in real terms or simply blocks that can be 
overcome? All manner of angles are considered in relation to the question of 
what is your calling or ideal vocation. In times of threatening unemployment 
and fast changes we need to be flexible. This requires that we know more 
about our inner vocations. Understanding ourselves allows us to achieve a 
state of inner balance, giving us the courage to use our potential. Such as how 
you see the world, aptitudes and strengths, how to know your limits, working 
with others and what success really means to you. Specify gender, birth date, 
time and place. 18-25 pages. Please specify gender, birth date, time and place.. 
 
Relationship Horoscope - $75.00 + $8. P&H  
★ Relationship Horoscope — Liz Greene relationship analysis for any two 
adults over 18 who are having a love relationship. The report analyzes what 
brings you together, the essence of the relationship and the deeper issues  
activated inside you as a result of the relationship. Specify gender, birth date, 
time and place for both partners. You can also order a second report written 
from the other partner’s point of view for - $40.00. + $8  
 
Yearly Horoscope Analysis - $65.00 + $8. P&H (12 months)  
★ Yearly Horoscope Analysis — “The Meaning of the Time” uses selected 
transits and progressions to explore the year’s main themes as well as out-
lining the prevalent themes for each month. She also discusses the trends  
in each sphere of life: emotional, mental, physical and spiritual. The text 
focuses primarily on the inner developments, conflicts, changes and  
realizations which reflect the real meaning of time. 40-50 pages. Specify  
gender, birth date, time and place. 
 
Child’s Horoscope - $65.00 + $8. P&H  
★ Child’s Horoscope — Liz Greene uses her deep understanding of astrol-
ogy and psychology to give parents her special insight into their child’s per-
sonality. Discover a child’s psychological type, talents, needs and anxieties 
enabling him/her to find and follow the right path. 20-23 pages. Specify 
gender, birth date, time and place.



Astro*Intelligence

AstroText PORTRAIT - $35.00 + $8. P&H 
Planets in House, Signs and Aspects  
by Robert Pelletier - How well do you know 
yourself? 
— AstroText Portrait is an analysis of your character and per-
sonality, based on the delineation of the planets by sign, house 
and aspects. It starts with an interpretation of your sun and moon 
combination, followed by a reading of your ascendant or rising 
sign and the house position of its ruling planet. After a brief in-
troduction to the meaning of each house, the computer prints an 
interpretation of every planet located in that house and the aspects 
from that planet to others in your chart. AstroText Portrait can be 
ordered for anyone over 14 years old. For younger children, and 
for insights into your own childhood, we offer Youth Horoscope. 
Specify gender, birth date, time and place. 
 

YOUTH Horoscope - $35.00 + $8. P&H 

The Horoscope for Younger People  
by Robert Hand 
 
— Youth Horoscope helps you to understand your 
children, and how you can support them in dealing 
with the problems they face in growing up. It focuses 
on the child or adolescent whose world-view, while 
broadly mapped by the birth horoscope, is more fluid 
and in process of formation. It describes the planetary 
influences at birth with an emphasis on children’s con-
cerns, such as family and peer relationships, independ-
ence and responsibility, values and decision-making. It 
discusses the child as a learner, stressing specific quali-
ties that he or she will need to develop to cope success-
fully with the challenges of life. 20-25 pages. Specify 
gender, birth date, time and place. 

PARTNER Horoscope - $35.00 + $8. P&H 
Composite Horoscope Interpretation for 
two persons based on Planets in Composite 
by Robert Pelletier 
 
— AstroText Partner is based on the composite of the two 
natal charts. Using this method, a third chart is created — a chart 
of the relationship itself. When two people come together, some-
thing new emerges which has its own identity, development pat-
tern and independent energy. This is one of the reasons why we 
behave so differently in different relationships. The nature of the 
relationship itself causes a different response in us. To fully under-
stand a relationship, however, you must first understand the peo-
ple in it. We recommend that you do not rely only on Partner 
Horoscope to understand your relationships. Get an individual  
report for yourself and for your partner also. Specify gender, birth 
date, time and place for both partners. 
 
Horoscope about Love, Flirtation and Sex 
by John Townley - $35.00 + $8. P&H  
— How do the stars influence your emotions? What kind of 
personality suits you as a partner? How do you behave in rela-
tionships? These and more questions are answered by the love  
horoscope. It describes how the planetary positions in sign, 
house and aspect at the time of your birth influence love, flirta-
tion and sex. The complete version comprises 20 - 30 pages 
and is divided into eleven chapters: one for each planet includ-
ing the Sun and Moon as well as your Ascendant. Each chapter 
gives an introduction to the planet concerned. Specify gender, 
birth date, time and place.   

Astrology Reports by Robert Pelletier and John Townley

H I G H L Y  R E C O M M E N D  

Excellent Transit Report  
for the Year written by Rob Hand  

Transits of the Year by Robert Hand - $65.00 + $8. P&H 
  

Transits of the Year — Robert Hand’s approach to interpreting transits integrates the events that may happen, 
the feelings you may experience and the possibilities of each transit for growth and awareness. Rob uses your 
age, factors in your natal chart and the current transits to focus on the prevalent themes of the year ahead. 
25-28 pages; this report covers 12 months of selected transits. Specify gender, birth date, time and place. 
 

All credit cards accepted and PayPal online  
To place an order call: 

281-799-2900 
shadowdance.com 

BIRTH TIME IS A MUST FOR ACCURACY. 
 

VERY IMPORTANT: Please include birth time, date, (please spell out the birthday month such as  
September instead of using the symbol 9) and place (city, state and country) and gender.   



MERLIN Natal Horoscope Report 
by Gina Ronco and Agnes Nightingale  
+ YOUR PAST LIFE Report  
by Terri Rhodes - $15.00 emailed PDF 
— This birth chart interpretation gives you general char-
acteristics, how you approach life and how you appear to 
others, the inner you: your real motivations, mental in-
terests and abilities, emotions, moods, feelings and ro-
mance, drive and ambition: how you achieve your goals, 
growth and expansion: areas that you enjoy, areas that 
challenge you or are difficult for you, originality and 
imagination, areas where you are creative, unique, unsta-
ble or compulsive. Then it covers specific generational 
influences for your age group: the subconscious and 
emotional drives, the ideals and illusions and what’s 
new and different. 11-12 pages. Also includes a 6-7 page 
Karmic Report on past life influences. Specify gender, birth 
date, time and place. 
 

COMPATIBILITY - Relationship  
Compatibility Reports by Gina Ronco 
$15.00 emailed PDF 
— For Friendships or Romance (Please specify). These  
reports will compare your temperaments and lifestyles 
that affect your ability to harmonize with each other. 
Major themes: what brought you together, destiny and 
final outcome of the relationships energy. Specify gender, 
birth date, time and place for each person. 
 
ADVANCED FORECAST Yearly  
Horoscope Transits by Jeff Jawer 
$15.00  email PDF 
— The daily transits of the planets from Mars thru Pluto 
as they aspect your birth chart will tell you why some 
days you feel zippy, ready o meet the world and on oth-
ers you feel introspective and want solitude. Mars is the 
planet of action, Jupiter is the planet of as piration,  
Saturn is the planet of order and responsibility, Uranus  
is the planet of change and rebellion, Neptune is the 
planet of ideals and illusions, and Pluto is the planet  
of healing and transformation. Specify gender, birth date, 
time and place. 
 

EDGAR CAYCE PAST LIFE REPORT 
$10.00 emailed PDF 
— This analysis of the birth chart is based on Ry Redd’s 
study of the Edgar Cayce readings. The language of this 
report is in the Cayce tradition: very esoteric and inspir-
ing. Specify gender, birth date, time and place. 

CONFLICT & COMPATIBILITY  
REPORT by Dorothy Oja - $10.00 
emailed PDF 
— Do you have what it takes to create a lasting 
relationship? Find your areas of strength as well 
as potential conflicts with your mate. She inter-
prets only particularly important aspects be-

tween the two charts and relationships between zodiac sign 
placements — aspects to the ruler of the 7th house cusp, as-
pects to the angles, aspects to inner planets, and important zo-
diac sign placements. In this way, the major themes and issues 
of the relationship are revealed. About 10-12 pages in length. 
Specify gender, birth date, time and place of each partner. 
 
PAST LIFE REPORT by Terri Rhodes  
$5.00 emailed PDF 
— This interpretation of the birth chart was developed by 
Canadian astrologer Terri Rhodes. The analysis focuses on the 
Moon’s nodes and Saturn but includes interpretations of many 
other factors in the natal chart as well. The printout is short, 
about 5 to 6 pages long. Specify gender, birth date, time and place. 
 
 

To place an order call: 

281-799-2900 
 

To have a Consultation  
Specifically on Relationships,  

call Rebeca Eigen 

An astrologer for 25+ years 
and a graduate of the Houston 
Institute of Astrology, Rebeca  
specializes in relationships. 
She is the author of The 
Shadow Dance & the  
Astrological 7th House 
Workbook (Marriage,  
Partnerships and Open  
Enemies; i.e., the Shadow 
in us all).  
 
Rebeca also teaches  
Shadow Dancing/Astrology 
and Your Relationships  
Workshops. To sponsor  
a workshop in your home  
or city. Email: 
rebecaeigen@shadowdance.com. 
 

BIRTH 
TIME IS  
A MUST  

FOR  
ACCURACY

NEW

VERY IMPORTANT: Please include birth time, date, (please spell out the birthday month such as September instead of using the symbol 
9) and place (city, state and country) and gender. 
 
All credit cards accepted through PayPal online. Add $8.P&H when applicable. Foreign countries additional postage for 
P&H is required. Email me at rebecaeigen@shadowdance.com to find out cost. (P&H subject to change if postal rates increase).  
 
Visit my web site shadowdance.com to see current events. There are YouTubes called the Facebook Series where I have  
created some LIVE talks briefly explaining my book, The Shadow Dance & the Astrological 7th House Workbook.  


